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Corruption tops the list as the world's most
important problem according to annual poll
MERAB PACHULIA

Table 1.: Most important problems WorW is Facing today

GORBI
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ORBl, a member of
leading global market
research and polling association Gallup
International, has access
to rich data collected annually by
member companies worldwide. I n
this column, I draw your attention
to what the world thinks is the most
important universal problem today
Glased on an annual WIJvI/Gallup I n ternational poll). Since this newspaper also has an online version, with a
global readership, I will present data
by large regions of the world.

HIGHLIGHTS
• 21% of respondents globally identified corruption as the most i m portant problem facing the world
today - the highest response rate
amongst the 17 categories;
• Economic problems in second
place globally at 14%;
• Poverty (the gap between rich and
poor) in third place globally at
12%;
• Biggest regional concerns; Asia
(26%), Americas (19%) and MENA
(15%) said corruption; Western
Europe (24%) and Eastern Europe
(20%) said poverty; Africa said
economic problems (21%)
• The data was collected as part
of WIN/Gallup International's
Annual 2013 poll that interviewed
66,806 people in 65 countries.

CORRUPTION
WINS
Corruption was the common theme
for the 2013 WIN/Gallup International Annual survey, with 21% of
respondents globally selecting it as
the world's most important problem. Asia had the highest share of
responses to the corruption category
(26%) of any region. Within the Asia
region, the Philippines (50%) and
Indonesia (40%) recorded significantly higher response rates to this
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Source: WIN/Gallup internationai's Annual 2013 poll in 65 c.ountrief. NB. Tiie fieldwork was conducted before the Russian annexation
of Crimea.

question than any other country
worldwide i n the survey, whereas
Georgia (7%), Australia (4%) and
Japan (2%) saw corruption as a
minor problem.
The Americas (19%) and Africa
(18%) also had high response rates
for corruption whereas results from
Western Europe were much lower
- corruption gained only 8% of the
share of responses across the region. Indeed, countries i n Western
Europe generally recorded only a
single digit share, as in the UK (8%),
Germany (6%) and France (4%).
Economic problems were identified
as the world's second most important problem. Africa (21%) ranked
this as the number one issue, with
Kenya (27%) coming out well above
the regional average. Africa was
followed by the Americas (16%),
while the global average was 14%.
The UK (17%) deemed the category
as the most important problem, and
amongst the other Western European countries to focus on it were
Netherlands (12%), Germany (10%),
Spain (10%) and Austria (9%). 26%
of US respondents selected economic problems, making it the number
one issue there. Malaysia (47%)
and Greece (43%) were the countries which recorded the highest
responses i n the economic problems

category globally. A little more than
one in ten surveyed respondents
in Georgia (13%) considered the
economic issues as the top problem
that the world is facing today.

IT GETS PERSONAL
Poverty, more specifically the gap
between rich and poor, is deemed
the third biggest problem globally
with 12%. It was the number one
concern from survey participants
in Western European (24%). Some
countries in this region displayed
extremely high responses i n this
category, including Germany (34%),
Austria (32%), Spain (27%) and
France (25%), al of which greatly
exceeded the global average of 12%.
The UK, at 16%, was lower than
some of its European peers but
still ranked poverty as the second
most important issue facing the
world. Indeed, the contrast with
some non-European countries is
stark: Malaysia (1%), Thailand (3%)
and Indonesia (5%) were some of
the countries that had single digit
responses.
Further to the theme of financial
hardship, unemployment ranked
fourth globally (10%) in the hst of
important problems. The share

of responses in Europe (14%) was
surpassed only by Africa (19%).
Among post-Soviet countries,
Georgian respondents named
unemployment as a major problem
(19%), while fewer said the same
in Azerbaijan and Armenia (14%
and 15%, respectively). Only 3% of
Russian respondents underlined
unemployment as a problem.
Results i n the Americas region paint
a split picture, with the US (11%)
and Brazil (8%) recognising unemployment as a problem whereas
Argentina (2%) attached far less
importance to it. The results from
countries in the Americas contrast
sharply to those from other regions
- Italy sees unemployment as the
biggest problem at 34% as do Bosnia (32%) and South Africa (30%).
Jean-Marc Leger, President of
WIN/Gallup International Association, said: "2013 saw continued economic hardship across the globe, so
it is unsurprising that issues such as
poverty and unemployment struck
a chord with respondents to W I N /
Gallup International's latest poll. I t
is, however, fascinating to see that
corruption is perceived as the biggest problem globally. This suggests
that people are beginning to become
frustrated with their governments
as the tough economic outlook

continues and merely reflects the
ongoing investigations into corruption such as those currently
being undertaken by the European
Commission which estimates that
corruption across Europe costs the
economy at least €i2obn".
One of most fascinating, yet very
sad findings from GORBI's surveys
of the early 2000s was the significant numbers of respondents
(close to 100%) who thought that
corruption was rampant among
governmental bodies and had i n a
sense become an accepted part of
Georgian life. I recall an article I
wrote i n 2003 titled "Corruption
is as v«despread as khachapuri i n
Georgia," a reference to the wellknown local cheese-bread staple
that can be found on nearly every
street corner and kitchen in the
country. The article compared
corruption perceptions in Georgia
and Eastern Europe and thankftilly,
things have come a long way. More
than 10 years later, this phenomenon today has drastically devaluated
in the minds of Georgians and when
it comes to the most important issue
that Georgia now faces, the majority
of respondents name unemployment and several other economic
related issues.
As a regional hub for partner
organizafions
and
international
clients, since 2003. GORBI is t h e
only Georgian
m e m b e r of the Gallup Internationai
research
nefworJc
fo have over two decades
of experience
in survey research
in the
former Soviet Union (plus
Mongolia
and Iraq). The field w o r k w a s c o n d u c t e d b e t w e e n O c t o b e r 1st and
December
<?th 2013. in general,
the margin of error for survey of
this k i n d is at the 95%
confidence
level for 2780 is +/- 1.86%. While for
a sample size of 300 it is +/- 5.66%.
The global average
has been
computed
according
to the share
of the covered
adult population
of
the surveyed
countries.
Please do
not visit our site
Iwww.gorbi.comj;
if Is under
construction!
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